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Fixe
ed Orifice
e System
ms: Check
king the operation
o
n
Chec
cking the op
peration of an
n air condition
ning system with a fixed orifice
o
meteriing device ca
an be very simple if the
right approach is taken. Rem
member: the best
b
method to use is the one listed by the manufa
acturer. In th
he absence
anufacturer’ss data, the sy
ystem can be
e charged an
nd operation can be confirrmed by simp
ply measurin
ng the
of ma
supe
erheat and ch
hecking the discharge
d
air from the eva
aporator. Thiss article revie
ews the proccedure for che
ecking both
of the
ese measure
ements.
o
system
m is never constant.
c
Th
he superheatt will change as the
Firstt superheat on a fixed orifice
load in the space
e changes an
nd as the outd
door tempera
ature change
es. The load in the space
e is
o the humidity
y within the space.
s
Reme
ember: the first function of
o an A/C sysstem is to
direcctly related to
remo
ove moisture from the air.. In order to measure hum
midity, you need to know the wet bulb
b and dry
bulb temperature
e of the air. Wet
W bulb temp
perature can be measured with a pyscchrometer (d
digital or
e wet bulb and dry bulb te
emperatures are
a equal the
e Relative Hu
umidity is 100
0%.
sling). When the
e lower than the
t dry bulb temperature.
t
It is best to measure
Typiccally, the wett bulb temperrature will be
air te
emperatures at the blower inlet and no
ot in the spacce. There ca
an be a differrence in
An exxample of a
temp
perature betw
ween the spa
ace temperatu
ure and the temperature
t
of the air enttering the
sling psychrometer
blow
wer due the co
ondition of th
he return ducct (Is it pulling
g air from the
e basements?
? Is the duct
picking up heat because
b
it run
ns through an
n uncondition
ned space?).
w that the we
et bulb temp
perature is known the ne
ext step is to measure the
e temperature
e of the air entering the
Now
cond
denser. Don’t assume it is
s the same as
a the outdoo
or temperature, measure it. There are
e a lot of facttors that can
affecct the temperrature of the air
a entering the
t condense
er. The temp
perature of th
he air entering
g the conden
nser directly
influe
ences the superheat and the head pre
essure at which the syste
em operates.

FIGURE
E 1: CALCULATING SUPERHEA
S
AT (Fixed metering
m
dev
vice)
1. Measure
M
indoorr wet bulb tempperature
2. Measure
M
dry bulb temperaturee of air enteringg condenser
3. Find
F appropriatee readings on each
e
line
4. Follow
F
the lines until they interrsect
5. The
T point wheree they intersectt is the degreess of superheat
requuired for the opperating conditions
6. Measure
M
actual superheat
7. Iff superheat is not within +/- 5 degrees of calculated,
c
thenn
deteermine the reasson!
** Do
D not attempt to adjust the charge iff the requiredd
sup
perheat indicattes a ** Superheat
S
= Meeasured suction line tempeerature –
evaporator tempeerature (Temp
perature obtain
ned from PT
(Preessure/Temp.)) chart using measured
m
Low
w Side
presssure)
Example: If the wet bulb temperatu
ure entering the
t blower is 67
6 º and the dry bulb tempe
erature is 76º, then
º
aving the evap
porator should be at a tem
mperature of 60
6 . If the air temperature
t
i not within range,
is
the air lea
then it ind
dicates a prob
blem with the system.

Once you know the wet bulb temperature of the air entering the blower and the temperature of the air entering
the condenser, the superheat can be calculated using the chart in figure 1. Let’s say that the wet bulb temperature
entering the blower is 66º and the temperature of the air entering the condenser is 80º, the required superheat at the
condenser suction service valve would be 18º.

As you can see, the required superheat varies greatly depending on the conditions at which the system is
operating. Under the right conditions, there can be no superheat or it can be as high as 30º.
Another way to check system operation is to check the discharge air temperature coming from the
evaporator. This will tell you if you have the correct air flow. Used in conjunction with the superheat, it can
help identify system problems. If the evaporator leaving air temperature and the superheat are correct, then
the unit is most likely operating properly.
To determine the proper leaving air temperature, you need to measure both the wet bulb and dry bulb
temperature of the air entering the blower. Once you have these measurements, use the chart in figure 2 to
determine the proper evaporator leaving air temperature.

FIGURE 2: PROPER AIR FLOW RANGE (non TXV)
Air Flow can be calculated by
measuring the temperature rise and
BTU output of a gas or electric furnace:
CFM = BTU Output
ΔT x 1.08
BTU Output Electric =
Volts x Amps x 3.414
Btu Output Gas =
BTU input x Efficiency *
* Measured Combustion Efficiency

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Measure indoor wet bulb & dry bulb temperatures
Find appropriate readings on each line
Follow the lines until they intersectThis is the required evaporator leaving air dry bulb temperature
Measure the leaving air dry bulb temperature from the Unit
Is leaving air temperature within +/- 3 degrees?
If leaving air temperature is 3 or more degrees lower increase fan speed
If leaving air temperature is 3 or more degrees higher decrease fan speed

NEVER adjust fan speed unless filter, superheat, coils and duct dampers have been checked.

In closing, checking the operation of a fixed orifice system can be pretty simple if you take the time to get the
correct measurements and have the proper charts. In order to do this you will need a psychrometer (digital or
sling), a set of gauges, a thermometer and a PT (Pressure/Temp.) chart. The hard part is deciding what to do
when these readings do not match the system readings. That is a topic for a future technical bulletin.
* For additional support contact Meier Supply at any of our locations *
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